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MOBILTANK ISO

Mobile-station

ADVANTAGES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOBILTANK® ISO is environmentally friendly with its 110% 
dunbed wall and design for easy operation.
-  Construction complies with applicable standards
- Virtually eliminates administrative constraints
- Reduced civil works
- Fast commissioning : 1 day
-  Movable when empty and degassed with container carrier 

truck

This mobile-station is designed from sea shipping container, 
integrating a cylindrical inner tank.

- Fuel storage from 5 to 40m³, 1 or 2 grades
- Dispensing at the back or at the side
- Management system
- Closed with door or rolling shutter
- Optional : Pumping unit fortank filling
      Power generator
      Electronic gauging
      Indoor or outdoor lighting

MOBILTANK® ISO is a compact, robust, movable and autonomous fuel station. This mobile station 
designed from sea shipping container, integrates the highest security standards. Our MOBILTANK® are also 
customizable depending on your needs: loading arm, filling pump, power generator…

The mobile and economical solution for fuels
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CONTACT
Ph. +33 5 57 80 80 80
email. contact@lafon.fr

44, avenue Lucien Victor 
Meunier

33530 Bassens - France
Find out more

WWW.LAFON.FR
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MOBILTANK ISO
MOBILTANK ISO’s equipment

Sea shipping container

Overfill prevention device 
SOLO ATEX DN80 
NF EN13616 or CLEANFILL 
2’’’ with container 10’’

Electrical box
IP 54

Pneumatic gauging

Lockable filling
valve/Check valve

- DN40 isolation valve
- Anti-siphon
check valve

EasyCarb, the LAFON’s 
management system 
is integrated in the 
dispenser

Access platform to
the manhole

Single wall tank
NF EN12285-2

Welded steel 
piping, pressure 
tested

Galvanised ventilation
grid with rain 
deflector

Drain of dunbed 
space
Non-slip floor

LAFON’s fuel 
dispenser
Boxter 10 VS flowrate 
- 3, 5, 8 m3/h

OPTIONS
- Outdoor or indoor lighting
- Electronic gauging
- Power generator
- Pumping unit for tank filling

Our references

- Public-station : PETROCI - OIL
  Libya - TOTAL - SHELL - SONACOP...
- Private stations, Mining, Carrier

- Administrations : army, ...
-Specific stations: port & marina,
 airport, Oil depots, ...


